MLA Citation
American History
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 8th edition

**Database Article, No Page Numbers**
Reference Source and Database have the same name

- **Author.**
- **“Title of Article.”**
- **Date of Publication.**
- **Database.**
- **Date of Access.***
- **Permalink.**


In-text citation: Green explains that "text of quotation." OR "Text of quotation" (Green).

**Database Article, No Author, No Page Numbers**
Reference Source and Database have the same name

- **“Title of Article.”**
- **Database.**
- **Date of Publication.**
- **Permalink.**
- **Date of Access.***


"Text of quotation" ("Tuskegee").

* The date of access is optional; however, it is commonly used. When using optional elements, refer to your assignment or course guidelines or preferences expressed by your professor.
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